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EDITORIAL
I, Asfia Armaan, the editor-in-chief of NIE IEEE Student
Branch take this opportunity to release the fourth edition of
the odd semester newsletter of NISB, “MANAS”.
We have always dreamt with our eyes open when it comes
to NISB and with all the dedication and passion which each
one of us at NISB have, we present you an overview of the
odd semester of the academic year 2017-18 at NISB.
Strength doesn’t come from what we can do,it comes from
overcoming the things we once thought we couldn’t,
because, perfection lies within imperfection as the wisdom
begins wonder.

Chair's Message

Asfia Armaan
Editor In Chief

Branch counselor's
Message

Limita Shetty
I am extremely delighted to put forth the fourth edition
of NIE IEEE Student Branch's newsletter , "MANAS" .
I hope all the members learn new stuffs and work
towards the future because, ' the future is won only by
the efforts of the present '.

Faculty Advisor's Message

Mysore Yogesh
You can't just keep doing what works one time, everything around
you is changing. To Succeed, stay out in front of change. I wish that
the new edition of Manas will be much more interesting with new
insights on problem solving using technology. Happy learning to all
my students in the new year 2018.

Dr. Rohini Nagapadma
It is my immense pleasure and pride that
NIE IEEE Student Branch is publishing this
year's newsletter "MANAS", which is the
fourth edition by far. This is a premium
forum for sharing advances on
technologies, design and tools. Free
wheeling technical interactions are
expected to help students in objectively
understanding and appreciating the
advances in technology. I wish this
newsletter shall strive to bring forth all
the activities of the student branch in this
academic year also.

NIE Summer of Code
NISB organized NIE Summer of Codes, starting from 1st
June and culminating on 5th June 2017 with both
hardware and software tracks. Software Track
consisted of workshops on Bootstrap, Cryptography,
Amazon Web Services and much more. Basics of
Atmega, interfacing of LCD and Bluetooth module and
building of bots were some of the exciting topics from
the Hardware track. Hackathons for both tracks were
organized. Valedictory ceremony was held on 5th June
2017, where all winners and participants were awarded
with certificates.

FUN-TASTIC
FUN-TASTIC was a treasure hunt organized
by NISB within the college campus on 21st
August 2017. The intention of the event was
to assist participants in meeting new people
and to explore the college’s hotspots.
Students downloaded an app created by
NISB for this event and scanned a QR code
to get the clue for the next level. Over 90
participants attended this event. Winners
were awarded with prize coupons.

Orientation
Orientations of NISB were successfully
conducted from 8th to 17th August for all the
first year students of each branch separately, to
help students understand the operations of NIE
IEEE student branch and the importance of an
IEEE student membership. Desk was set up at
the Golden Jubilee block as part of the
membership drive to help the students.

Photophilliac

NIE IEEE Student branch organized
Photophilliac on 24th August 2017, a
workshop where participants were taught
the basic and advanced features of
Photoshop. Students learned how to
design a legitimate poster and a
certificate.

Basic Programming
Workshop on C++

Basic Programming Workshop was
organized by NISB Computer Society on
30th,31st August and 1st September 2017.
The workshop aimed to teach the basics of
C++ and its importance. The workshop
covered topics such as header files,
variables, and object-oriented
programming. A coding competition was
conducted on the last day and the winners
were awarded.

Tech talk on Industrial
trends in Digital Business

A tech talk on ‘Industrial trends in Digital
Business’ was organized by NISB Women-inEngineering, in collaboration with Anita Borg
Institute on 15th September 2017. The speaker
for the talk was Mrs.Aarathi Balakrishnan,
principal member tech staff at Oracle,
Bengaluru. She spoke about the Anita Borg
Institute and the Grace-Hopper conference, the
World’s largest gathering of woman
technologists. Cloud Computing and password
authentication were some of the topics dealt
with in the talk.

6TH Sense Workshop

6th sense workshop was conducted by
Robokart in collaboration with the IIT Bombay
E-cell, on the 16th and 17th of September
2017. Students were introduced to the basics
of Arduino Programming, Matlab and Image
Processing. Participants built a serial
communication channel between Arduino and
their laptop on Day 1, and a gesture-controlled
robot on Day 2. A small competition was held
at the end of the workshop where the
participants had built their own robots from
scratch.

CS weekly meet-up
NIE IEEE computer Society launched their first
CS weekly meet-up on 22nd of September 2017
exclusive for CS NISB members. The meet-up's
objective was to make the members more
technically efficient and socialize better with
other members. The first two weekly meet-ups
focussed on version control system & GitHub,
helping them improve their knowledge about
repositories

IPL
As part of Adroit, the odd semester fest of NISB, IEEE
Programming League was organized on 21st and 25th
of September 2017. IPL not only checked the coding
skills of students but also the student’s problemsolving skills and time management. The Prelims
consisted of a few problem statements, where the
participants had to come up with a solution in an
allocated amount of time. The finalists had to solve a
real-life problem scenario and code their solution.

Electronika
Electronika, the signature event of ADROIT'17 is
a two-day event organized on 22nd and 26th of
September 2017. The first round was a
question-answer round, followed by the second
round where the participants had to draw the
circuit according to the question. It was a
perfect event that bridged classroom theory
knowledge and practical knowledge.

Blind Coding
NISB conducted an exciting and thrilling coding
event on 23rd September 2017 where the
participants had to code with the monitor off.
The participant with minimum errors were
chosen as the winners. The competition built a
very enthusiastic spirit among the participants.

Tech talk on
Telecommunication (NOKIA)
With an ever growing demand in the field of
communication, it is necessary for every engineer
to know how Telecommunication works. NISB
organized a tech talk on Telecommunication as
the inaugural event for ADROIT’17 on 25th
September. Mr. Maneesh K P was the speaker and
resource person, who imparted all the required
knowledge including 2G, 3G, 4G, VOI networks and
also emphasized on the working of call routing.

Bug Smash
Debugging is always fun and needs you to be
attentive. It helps to improve the skills of the
programmer. 'Bug Smash’ was one such event
organized as a part of ADROIT'17, on 25th
September. It consisted of 2 categories, onehardware, based on circuit building, two- software,
based on programming skills.

Game of Thrones
The game of engineering was synced with the
game of thrones, the event was conducted on
26th September 2017, as a part of ADROIT’17. It
was a three round competition, initiated with a
puzzle, followed by debugging and an oral quiz
based on the TV series Game of Thrones. Active
participation and a good response was received.

Tech Talk on Data Science
A successful product in any field needs to be
brought into the market, making profits and
uplifting the economy. The soul connecting the
business world and the data world is a Data
Scientist, who uses Data Science as his craft tool.
Professor Lakshmi Shankar gave the students an
insight on the second day of ADROIT'17, 26th
September 2017.

Talk on Higher Education by Gyandhan
This session was based on how to apply for higher education in
abroad conducted on 25th October by Aman Jain from
Gyandhan. The students were briefed about the Gyandhan
website and how they help the students get their bank loan
easily and to predict their probability of getting the required
college. The students were told how to prepare for GRE exam,
what topics to learn and were also briefed about each type of
paper which is required to give for GRE

NISB Android App launch and
FOCUS Groups introduction
On 26th of Oct 2017, NISB released its official app
along with it the focus groups were also
introduced. The students were shown the various
features of the app like notification page, event
page, blog etc. The students were explained about
all the focus groups during the second half of the
session.

DHRITHI-a social initiative(Oldage home visit)
Dhrithi-a social initiative by NISB
WOMEN IN ENGINEERING had a
visit to an old age home (Sri
Bharathi Vriddha Sevashrama) on
27th October, a small talk on
modern technologies that could
help aged people to lead an easy
day-to-day life was given by our
student members.

Basic electronics workshop
This workshop was focused on the beginners of
electronics on 28th and 29th of October 2017. The
session was started by teaching basics of electronic
components like resistors, capacitors, breadboard,
TTL logic, basic gates and many more. On the next
day, the students were taught about streetlight
controller and also the working of 555 timer IC.

CS weekly meet 2:
Android Root
NISB Computer Society conducted a weekly meet on
4th November which dealt with android architecture
and android rooting. The audience was given a live
demo of rooting a phone explained with steps and
hacking a person’s phone from the audience just by
using Kali Linux. The call logs, contact lists, SMS
spoofing and all previous SMSes were projected. The
event also covered in detail the Linux architecture,
advantages and disadvantages of rooting.

DBMS-WORKSHOP
NISB WOMEN IN ENGINEERING conducted a two
days workshop on 2nd and 3rd of November on
database management system for the 1st,2nd and
3rd-year students. Basic concepts of a database
system, data manipulation language, and data
definition language were taught and on the next
day few advanced queries on joins were taught
and an insight was given on establishing a
connection using PHP and SQL

DHRITHI-a social
initiative(School visit)
Dhrithi was an educational outreach program
conducted on 15th November to create a positive
image of engineering career and technology
amongst the high school and junior high school
students. A brief presentation about IOT, smart
cars, smart homes and smart retail was given
followed by the tech showcase where obstacle
sensing bot and automatic lighting system were
shown to the students. Finally, a quiz was
conducted and the winners were awarded.

INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO NOKIA
The industrial visit to Nokia on 17th November
was exclusively for 3rd year IEEE members to have
an exposure to the corporate world of NOKIA and
to understand the latest technologies related to
networking. The students were shown different
modules which are used in telecommunication
and were given hands-on opportunity to connect
to one of the modules and use an hypervisor to
run a virtual OS.

WEEKLY MEETUP SESSION
ON CSS AND HTML
NISB Computer Society conducted a weekly
meetup session on CSS and HTML to introduce
fellow members to front-end development, MDN,
Boilerplates, tags, lists, divs and spans, attributes,
tables, forms, labels and much more. This was a
four hours session conducted on 18th of
November. There was a hackathon in the end to
test their skills!
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